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Introduction

The present paper is continued from the first part [27] with the same title.
In Part I, we studied the enumeration problem for liftings in fibrations which
are the compositions of two twisted principal fibrations, the enumeration problem

for cross sections of (n — l)-sphere bundles over CFf-complexes of dimension less
than n f 1, and the enumeration problem for embeddings of n-dimensional closed

differentiable manifolds in the real (2π —l)-space R2n~l. As an application, we

determined the cardinality of the set of isotopy classes of embeddings of the n-
dimensional real projective spaces RPn in R2n~λ.

The organization of the present paper, which is divided into two chapters,
is analogous to that of Part I. In Chapter IV, we study the enumeration problem

for liftings in fibrations which are the compositions H—ϊ-+T-2-*E-^-*D of three

twisted principal fibrations, and with some assumption we obtain in Theorem D
of § 16 the formula for determining the set [X, H~\D of homotopy classes of lift-

ings of a map u: X-+D. This is a generalization of a theorem of Y. Nomura
[23, Theorem 2.4] and on the other hand, an extension of Theorem A in §2 of

Part I, and further a version of a theorem of J. F. McClendon [13, Theorem 5.1],

where the stability conditions are woven. Chapter V is as follows. In the begin-
ning, we construct the fourth stage Postnikov factorization of the universal S""1-

bundle p: BO(n — \)-+BO(ri), which is continued from §7. This factorization

is a composition of three twisted principal fibrations which satisfies the assumption
of Theorem D. Next, applying Theorem D, we enumerate non-zero cross sec-
tions of n-plane bundles over CW-complexes of dimension less than n + 2 in

Theorem E of § 18. This is an extension of Theorem B of § 9. Lastly, as an ap-

plication of Theorem E to the enumeration problem of embeddings, we have the
following theorem in § 19.

THEOREM F. Let n>5 and let n^2r + 2s (r>s>0). Then the n-dimen-
sional complex projective space CP" is embedded in the real (4n — 3)-space R4n~*

and there are countably many distinct isotopy classes of embeddings of CPn

in R4n~3.
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Chapter IV. The enumeration of liftings in certain fibrations

§ 13. The situation and the preliminaries

Let B, C and A be //-groups with base point * and let φ(G): π(G)-»Homeo (G,
*) (G = B, C9 A) be homomorphisms such that they satisfy the assumption (1.2).
Then there are fiber bundles

qG: L(G) = Lφ(G)(G) —> K(G) = X(π(G), 1) (G = B, C, A),

with fiber G and with canonical cross sections SG, which are constructed in (1.1).
In this chapter, we consider the following situation:

(13.1)
L(A)

L(C) -*£L> K(C)

L(B) K(B).

Here, p: E-+D, q: T-+E and h: H-+T are the twisted principal fibrations with
classifying maps Θ: D-+L(B), p: E-»L(C) and σ: T-+L(A), respectively, and
moreover it is assumed that there exist p: D-+K(C) and σ: D-+K(A) satisfying

(13.2) = PP,

Let u: X-+D be a given map of a C JF-complex X to D. Then, the purpose of
this chapter is the investigation of the set of homotopy classes of liftings of u to
H, that is, the set [X, H~\D of D-homotopy classes of D-maps of the D-space
(X9 u) to the D-space (H9 pqh).

For the neatness of the description, we assume that the //-groups C and A
are topological groups in the rest of this chapter. Further, for the simplicity,

nG:L(G)xK(G)L(G)—> L(G), L(G)

denote the K(G)-maps μφ(G) and vψ(G) of (1.3) induced from the multiplication and
the inverse of G, respectively.

Let λ V μ denote the join of two paths λ and μ with λ(l) = μ(0) and let
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(13.3) mc: ΩK(C)L(Q xK(C) T > T9

mA: ΩK(A)L(A) x K(A} H »H,

be the maps defined by wG(A, (x, μ)) = (x, A Vμ) for G = B, C, A, (cf. (1.7)).
By using the K(C)-maps

(13.4) Pί: (ΩK(B)L(B) x K(B) E, E) —+ (L(C\ K(Q)

of (2.3) and

(13.5) p\: (Ωi(B}L(B) x K(B) E, £) > (ΩK(C}L(C\ K(Q)

defined by ρ\(λ, x) (0==Pι(^(0> χ)» tne homomorphism

(13.6) J/p, M): IX, Ωl(B}L(B)-]K(B} —>. [X, ΩX(C)L(C)]K(C)

of (4.1) is defined by

where ί;: ^Γ-^E is a lifting of a fixed mapw: X^D. In the same way, the K(A)~
maps

σ, : (ΩK(C}L(C) x K(C) T, T)

σ\ : (Ω2

K(C)L(C) x K(C) T, T) —

are defined by

σ^A, x) = nA(σmc(λ, x), [σmc(cΛ(0), x)]"1),

and, for a lifting w: X-+Tof v, the homomorphism

(13.8) Aq(σ, [w]): [jf, Ω|(C)L(C)]K(C) — -> [_X, ΩK(A}L(A)]K(A}

is defined by

In §4, we show that n^: ΩA(G)L(G) x K(G) L(G)-» ί2g(G)L(G) defined by π^A,
nGWO' Λ) is a X(G)-homeomorphism for G=C, ̂  and the maρπ'G induces

a bijection

(13.9) n'G, : [X, ί2K((i)L(G)]K(G) x [X, L(G)]K(G) _=^ [X, Ω£(

(G = C,
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for any K(G)-space X. Let

(13.10) p': Ω*DE - > Ω*K(C}L(C)9 σ': Ω*ET

be the maps defined by

Then the following diagrams are commutative by (13.2):

Q*DE -BL+ 0|(C)L(C) ΩtT -^
(13.11) prE I I qcr qrτ I I

D — £— » K(C)9 E -L» D -*-+ K(A) .

where rE: Ω$E-+E, rτ: ί2|T->T and r: £2$(G)L(G)->L(G) are the evaluation maps

as in Lemma 3.3. Consider the maps

MB'. Ω2

K(B)L(B)xK(B)E - > Ωg£, m'c: ί2έ(C)L(C) x K(C) T

defined by m'G(λ9 x)(i) = mG(λ(t)9 x) for G = J5, C. Then, for any CPf -complex
X, there are two bijections (see § 4)

for any w : Z - > D,
(13.12)

for any v : X - > E.

Using (13.9-12) and Lemma 4.2. (2), we have the following

LEMMA 13.13. The primary operations Δp(p, η) of (13.6) for η e [ _ X , E]D

and Δq(σ, ξ) of (13. 8) for ξε\_X, T~\E are determined uniquely by the relations

, p+η),

, σ+ξ).

§ 14. The twisted secondary operations

In this section, we shall define the operations Φ([w]): Ker Ap(p9 [ι;])^Coker

Aq(σ, [w]) for any lifting w: X-*To( u and v = qw.

The following three lemmas are easily verified and so we omit the proofs.

LEMMA 14.1. Let φ'(C): π(C)-»Homeo(Ω*C, *) be the homomorphίsm

defined by 0'(C)(a)(A)(0 = 0(C)(a)(A(0) and let Lφ.(Cy(Ω*C)-+K(C) be the fiber
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bundle constructed in (1.1). Then there exists a natural K(C)-homeomorphism

LEMMA 14.2. There exist natural K(C)-homeomorphisms

LEMMA 14.3. Lei q' : ΩJΓ-»ΩgE foe f/ie map which is defined by the relation
q'(λ)(t) = q(λ(t)). Then, q' is the twisted principal fibration induced from

β£(cA(C)^Q^*(C)L(C) with classifying mapp':Ω$E-+

The next two lemmas play an important part in the definition of the twisted
secondary operation Φ([w]).

LEMMA 14.4. Let w e [X, T]D and let β e [X, Ω%E~\D. If β lies in the image
o f f * ' [*» Ω%T]D-*[X9 ΩIE~]D and ifq*w = rE*β in [X, E]D. Then, there is an
element χe[X, ΩgT]D such that rτ*χ = w and q'*χ = β, where rE: Ωg£->E and
rτ: Ω$T-*T are the maps of Lemma 3.3.

PROOF. By the assumption, there is an element χ0 in [X, ΩgT]D such that
q+χ0 = β. Since q*w = q*rτ*χ0 by the assumption, there is an element co in
[X, ΩK(C)L(Cy]K(C} such that wc*(ω, rr*χ0) = w by Lemma 15.2 below. Now,
let mc\ ΩK(C)L(C)x K(C)Ω$T-*Ω$T be the map defined by the equation mc(A,
μ)(i) = mc(λ, μ(0). Then the mapmc makes the following diagram commuta-
tive:

T ̂  ΩK(C)L(C) x K(C}Ω*DT -*ι

me Uϊc \ 9'

τ< - ΪΣ - Ω.IT - v. - » Q*DE.

Therefore, the following commutative diagram holds :

[ΛΓ, ΩK(C)L(C)]K(C) x [AT, r\D<lϊΐi: [JT, ΩK(c)£(C)]K(C) x [ΛΓ, ΩgΓ]Λ^

me* we* L;

[AT, Γ]D< - =Σί - [ΛΓ, ΩSΓ]D - ? - > [AT,

Set χ = mc*(ω, χ0). Then, the relations

>W = w> «'*X = ^icmc*(ω, χ0) = q'

follow from the above diagram.
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LEMMA 14.5. Letv: X -^E be a lifting of u and let SE: E-+Ω$E be the canoni-
cal cross section of the fibration rE: Ω$E^>E defined by sE(x) = cxfor any xeE.
If χe[X, Ω^T~]D satisfies q'*χ = [sEv'] in [Jf, ί2££]D, then χ is contained in the
image of /*: \X, Ω|Γ]D-»[X, OgT]D, where i: Ω^T^Ω^T is the natural inclu-

sion.

PROOF. This is a simple application of the homotopy lifting property.

Using the preparation made above, we now construct the twisted secondary
operation

(14.6) Φ([w]): Ker Ap(p9 [>]) - > Coker Aq(σ, [w]) .

Here w: X-+Tis a lifting of u: X^D and v — qw and Ap(ρ9 [u]), Δq(σ, [w]) are the
homomorphisms of (13.6), (13.8).

Let τeKer^p(p, [i;]). Since v has a lifting w, the relation p*[V] = 0 holds.
Hence the relation p*m'B*(τ, M) = 0 follows from Lemma 13.13. This relation
and Lemma 14.3 state that mi*(τ, [i;]) lies in the image of q'*\ [X, Ω$T~\D-+
[X, Ω$E~]D. The equation r£*mi*(τ, M) = M = ̂ f*[w] follows immediately.
Therefore by Lemma 14.4, there is an element χ in [X, Ω^T~]D such that

= mi.(τ, M) e \X, Ω£E]D, rτ*χ = [w] e [X, T}D.

By (13.9), the element σ'*χ in [Ĵ , Ωχ(^)L(>4)]K(yl) is described uniquely in the form
for some αe[X, ΩX(X)L(>4)]K(X) and jS e [X, L(A)~\K(A}. Since

σHtrΓ*χ = σs|e[w], we have

n^*(α, cr^Cw]) for some α e [Z, ΩK(A)L(A)']K(A) .

By the use of the element α of this equation, we define Φ([w])τ by

(14.7) Φ([w])τ = α + Im^σ, [w])e [X, ΩX(/i)L(A)]XM)/ImJ/σ, [w]).

Suppose that another element χf in [X, Ω%T~\D satisfies the relations

q*ϊ = mWτ, M) e [X, Ω^E^ rτ*χ' = [w] e \X9 Γ\D ,

and suppose that

"^(α7, ^^[w]) for some α' 6 [*, ΩK(A)L(Ay]K(Ay .

We may choose χ and χ' such that rτχ = rτχ' = w as maps because rr: Ω$T-+T

is a fibration by Lemma 3.3. Then χ' V χ~l makes sense and q'*(χr V χ~1) = [s£^]
in [X, Ωg£]D. Therefore, χ' Vχ' 1 e [Jί, ΩJΓ]D by Lemma 14.5 and this is con-
sidered as an element in [X, ί2|Γ]£, where X is considered as an E-space with the

maρι;:X->E. Hence (13.9) implies that χ' V χ~ Λ = m'c*(y, M) for [w]e[X,
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T]£ and some ye[X, Ωi(C)^(Q]κ(C) Further, Lemma 13.13 states

Also, it follows that

σίm'cJy, [w]) = σi(χ'

Therefore, <x,'VaΓ1=Aq(σ, [w])y by (13.9) and so α + ImJβ(σ, [w]) = α'+Im Jβ(σ,
[w]). This shows that the definition (14.7) of Φ([w]) is well-defined. By a similar
calculation, we see easily that Φ([w]) is a homomorphism.

§ 15. The actions of groups [X, ΩK(G)L(G)~]K(G)(G = C9 A)

The maps mc and mA in (13.3) determine the actions of groups

mc* : [X, Q*(o W)]*(c) x [*> T]» — * [*> T]» f°r u: X -^ D9

(15.1) m^:[Jί,ί2KU)L(A)]KU)x[Jί,JF/]D - > [X, fl]D /or w : X - > D,

/or t; : X —+ E,

which are given by mc*([β], [w]) = [mc(α, w)] and so on. For the element w
in [X, T]D, 7M(w) denotes the isotropy subgroup of [X, Ώκ(C)iXQ]κ(C) at w under
the action wc*. Let ζ : X-*H be a lifting of u and let v = qhζ. Then /M([Q) and
/^([ζ]) denote the isotropy subgroups of \X9 ΩK(A}L(A)~]K(A} at [C]e[Jί, f/]D

and [ζ] 6 [X, //]£ under the actions of m^* and m^, respectively.
From Proposition 1.8, the following lemma holds (see §3).

LEMMA 15.2. Let w: X-*Tbe a lifting of u: X->D and let v = qw. Then,
the actions mc*, mA* and mA$ are transitive on ^Ϊ1([t?]), h*l([wj)tand ΛΪI([W]),

q*:lX,T]D->[X9E]D9ht:lX9IΓ\D-+lX,TlD and h,:[X9 H]E-+[X9

The following lemma is proved in Lemmas 3.4-5 and Proposition 4.3.

LEMMA 15.3. Let ζ: X-+H be a lifting of u: X-+D and let w = /zζ and v
= qw. Then the following equalities hold:

/tt([w]) = Im Δp(p, M), 7,([ζ]) = Im Aq(σ, [w]) ,

where Δp(ρ, [t;]), Δq(σ, [w]) are the ones o/(13.6), (13.8).

The map σ': ΩSΓ->Ω|(A)L(X) defined by σ'(λ)(t) = σ(λ(t)) and the assumption
= σpq of (13.2) give rise to the commutative diagram
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[ΛT, ί2*U)£(Λ)]κM) -î > [ΛΓ, ί2iM)L(^)]KM) -̂ -> [ΛΓ,

where i: ΩK(>!)L(>l)->Ω^(/4)L(y4) is the natural inclusion. We say that an element
γ in [X, ΩK(A)L(A)']K(A) is σ-correlated to f/ in [X, T]D if there exists an element
χ in \X9 βgΓ]D such that rτ*χ=η in [X, T]D and σ*χ=i*γ. Then, the methods
similar to Lemmas 3.4-5 lead to the following

LEMMA 15.4. Let ζe[X9 H]D and h*ζ = η in [X, T\D. Then γelu(ζ) if
and only ίfγ is σ-correlated to η.

LEMMA 15.5. Let ζ: X-+H be a lifting of u: X^D and let w = hζ and
v = qw. Then we have

ImΦ(M) = /„([£])//„([£]),

where Φ([w]) is the operation o/(14.6).

PROOF. Let y e [X, ΩK(A)L(A)']K(A) lie in the coset Φ([w])τ. By the defini-
tion (14.7) of Φ([w]), there is an element χ in IX, Q$T~\O such that

*X = wWτ, M) e [X, Ωg£:]D, rr*χ = [w] e [J 5̂ T]D,

Since w has a lifting to //, it follows that σ#[w]=0 and so n^*(y, crHcM) = iHC'y.
This shows that γ is σ-correlated to [w]. Lemma 15.4 implies ye/M([C]). Con-

versely, suppose that ye[X, βκ(χ)LG4)]κ(Λ) is contained in /„([£]). By Lemma
15.4, 7 is σ-correlated to [w] 6 [X, T]D, i.e., there is an element χ in [X, ΩJT]D

such that σ'*χ=i*y and rr*χ = [w] in [X, T]D. From the facts rE*q'*χ = q*rτ*χ
= [ι;] and (13.12), it follows that ^/

Hίχ = mJB*(τ, M)e[X, Ω^E}D for some τ in
[X, Ω%(B)L(B)]K(B). Thus we have Q = p*m'B*(τ, [ϋ]) by Lemma 14.3 and we

have 0 = piwί,*(τ, M) = nc*(^P(P» M)τ> P*M) ^y Lemma 13.13. As a conse-
quence, Δp(p, [y])τ = 0 follows from (13.9) and so γ e Φ([w])τ.

§ 16. The main theorem of Chapter IV

We say that the composition of fibrations H—*->T—2-+E—£-+D in the diagram
(13.1) is stable if there exist two maps

d : (ΩK(B)L(B) x κm D9 D) — * (L(C), X(Q) ,

K(C) D, D) — * (L(A\ K(Aj) ,
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such that the diagram

(L(C), K(C))

(16.1) (a)

473

(ΩK(B)L(B) x κw E, E) -£i* (

J"Ί j

(ΩK(B)L(B)xK(B)D,D)-U(L(C),K(Q)

is X(C)-homotopy commutative and the diagram

(16.1) (b)

(ΩK(C)L(C) x K(C) Γ, T)
l x"«

(ΩK(C)L(C) x K(C) D, D) -£-

, K(A))

, K(A))

is K(/l)-homotopy commutative, where pt and σ^ are the maps in (13.4) and (13.7),
(cf- §2).

Let

a' : (Ωέ(β)L(β) x K(B) D, D) - > (ΩK(C)L(C), K(Q) ,

c' : (Ω*K(C)L(Q x K(C) D, D) - > (ΩK(A}L(Al K(A)) ,

be the maps defined by the relations (cf. (2.4))

d'(λ, x) (0 = d(λ(ί), x), c'(μ, y) (0 = c(μ(t), y) .

Then the diagrams below are JC(G)-homotopy commutative (G = C, A):

K(B) E, £) , K(Q)

I i

x K(B) D, D) -^ (ΩK(C)L(C), K(C)) ,

(Ωi(C)L(C)xK(C) T, T) -ίί

I i χ p«

(ΩI(C)L(C) x K(C) ϋ, D) -£L

where p\ and σ't are the maps defined in (13.5) and (13.7).
Now, for a given map u: X^D, we have four functions

(16.2)

Θ: [X, ΩK(

Θ': IX, Ω|(β)L(B)]K(BJ

Γ: [X, ΩK(C)L(C)]K(C)

Γ': IX, Ωέ(C)L(C)]K(C)

, L(C)]K(C),

, ΩK(C)L(C)]K(C),

, ΩK(Λ)L(A)-\K(A),
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by setting

) = [d(α, u)], β'([6]) = [d'(6, ιι)] ,

) = [φ, ιι)], Γ'([>]) = [c'(y, u)] ,

(cf. (2.5)). Then, we have the following results by the consideration given in
§5: The functions Θ' and Γ' are homomorphisms and moreover

Θ' = Alp, M) for any lifting v: X - > £ o/ u,
(16.3)

Γ' = Aq(σ, [w]) for any lifting w: X - > Γ o/ ι?,

where 2lp(p, [r]) and ^(σ, [w]) are the ones of (13.6) and (13.8). Further, if u
has a lifting ζ : X-*H, then Θ and Γ are homomorphisms and

(16.4) Θ =

We, now, turn to the study of the twisted secondary operation

Φ([w]): Ker<9' = KerΛp(p, [ϋ]) - > CokerΓ' = Coker^,(σ, [w])

of (14.6) on the assumption that the composition pqh is stable.

LEMMA 16.5. Let w, w': X-+Tbe liftings of υ: X^E such that both w and
w' admit liftings to H. Then Φ([w]) = Φ([w']).

PROOF. Using the diagram (16.1) (b) and the relations

K(C} ΩgΓ = Ω*D(ΩK(C}L(C) x K(C} Γ) ,

x X(C) D = ΩS(βχ(c) ̂ (O x K(C} D) ,

we have a K(^l)-homotopy commutative diagram

OίΓ, Ω$T) ί̂̂ i

I i χp '4 '

x X(C) D, D) — ̂

Since ^': Ω^T->ί2|;E is the twisted principal fibration with classifying mapp':
Ω$E-*Ω$(A)L(C) by Lemma 14.3, there exists a map

which is defined by mc(λ, (x, μ)) = (x, λ V μ) (cf. (13.3)). In the same way as (13.7),
this map determines the map

(Oi : (β*(C)Qί(C)L(C) x
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From the second relation in Lemma 14.2, the relation

follows immediately, and moreover the following diagram is K(/l)-homotopy
commutative by the commutativity (16.1):

(Ω|(C)L(C) x X(C) ΩK(C)L(Q) x K(C) D ̂ U ΩK(A)L(A) x KU) L(A)

| n h c χ l \n'A

Qί (c)(β*(C)ί-(C)) x K(C} D - &* - >

where (c', c)(λ, μ, x) = (c'(λ, x), c(μ, x)) and n^c: Ω^oίP^o^CO) x K<Q Ωκ(C)L(Q
s ^e product induced from the product nΩC: ΩK(C)L(C)

Suppose that

Φ([w])τ = α + Im Γ', Φ([w'])τ = α' H- Im Γ' for τ 6 Ker <9'.

By the definition, there are two elements χ, χf e \_X, Ω$T]D such that

q'*l = q*X' = ^Wτ, M), rτ*χ = [w], rr*χr = [w'] ,

The map mc mentioned above induces the action mCHc: [X,

x [X, ΩgT]D-^[X, ΩβΓ]D and this action is transitive on ^f*~1(mβ*(τ» M))»
where q'*: [X9 ΩgT]D->[Z, Ωg£]D (cf. Lemma 15.2 for the action mc*). There-
fore we can choose an element λ e [X, ΩK(C)£2j£(C)L(C)]K(C) such that mc*(A,
χ) = χ'e[X, ΩgT]D. Hence we have

((σ')ι)*(^» X) = σ*(mc*(λ, /)) V [σi(^c*(«, χ))]"1 by the definition,

On the other hand,

((σ')ι)*(λ, χ) = («*(σι))*(A,χ) = (0*c),,(l xp'β')*(λ, χ) = (O*c)(λ, w).

Since n^c: ί2^(C)L(C)xK(C)ΩK(C)L(C)->Ω|(C)ΩX(C)L(C) is a weak K(C)-homo-
topy equivalence by [10, Theorem 2.7], there exist two elements μe[X9

Ω|(θ^(Q]κ(C) an(l v 6 C^> ^K(C)L(C)]K(C) such that A = MβC*(μ, v). Hence we
have

((σ')ι)*(A, X) = (Q*c).(λ, u) = (ί2*cUnic.(μ, v), u)

= n'A,(c'»(μ, u), c«(v, u)) = n^,(Γ'(μ), Γ(v)).
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Therefore α' V or1 =Γ'(μ) because n'A* is a bijection by (13.9), and we have Lemma
16.5 completely.

Next, we consider the another twisted secondary operation

(16.6) φ:KerΘ - > CokerΓ for a fixed ζe[X, H]D,

where Θ, Γ are the homomorphisms of (16.4). Let αeKerθ. Then 0 = <9(α)
= pHemβ*(α, v), v = qχh*ζ9 by (16.4), i.e., mβ*(α, υ)e[_X, E~]D lies in the image of
q* : [X, T]D-»pf, E~]D. Let wfl e [X, Γ]D be the element such that q*wa = wB*(α,
t;) and set

φ(α) = σ*wβ + ImFe[X, L(A)']K(A}/lm Γ = CokerΓ.

In the same way as [23, §2], we see that φ is well-defined and moreover we have
the following

LEMMA 16.7. [23, Lemma 2.3]. Let a e Ker Θ. Then raB*(α, υ) e [X, E]D

is contained in q*h#\_X, H~\D if and only if </>(α) = 0.

By Lemma 16.5, it is easily seen that if w runs through the elements of /ι*[X,
#]D Π [_X, T~\D then the twisted secondary operation Φ(w) of (14.6) depends only
on q*w E [X, E]D. Therefore we set

(16.8) Φfl = Φ(w) for a e Ker φ,

where q*w = mB*(a, v), υ =
The following theorem is the main theorem in this chapter.

THEOREM D. Suppose that the composition offibrations H-!t->T—^E—£-+
D in the diagram (13.1) is stable by the maps c and d in (16.1). Let X be a CW-
complex and let u: X^D admit a lifting ζ : X-+H. Then the set pf, #]D of
homotopy classes of liftings of u to H is given by

[*, ίί]D= \J (KerΓ/ImβOxCokerΦ,,,
aeKetφ

where Γ, <9', φ and Φa are the ones of (16.2), (16.6) and (16.8).

PROOF. By Proposition 1.8, there is a bijection

ιM , i;): [X, ΩκmL(By]κm -=U [X, £]D, (t; = ί*Λ*0

From Lemma 16.7, it follows that

(16.9) [X,H}D= \J A5WM<Mθ
αeKer 0

Let wα be a lifting of mB*(a, υ) to Γ such that vvα has a lifting to //. The cor-
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respondence which associates with an element τ e IX, £2K(C)L(C)]K(C) the element

mc*(τ, vvα) induces a bijection

[X, ΩK(C)L(Q ]K(C)/Iu(wa) = Cokerβ' ^U qHl(my(a9 i;)),

by Lemmas 15.2-3 and (16.3). Since rac*(τ, wα) has a lifting to H if and only if

τ e Ker Γ by (16.4), we have a bijection

KerΓ/Im6>' -=U ftK'Mα, *)) Π Λ*[X, H]D.

For any τ e Ker Γ, let £fl>t be a lifting of wc*(τ, wfl) to //. Then, by Lemma 15.2,

the correspondence which associates with ye [X, ΩK(A)L(A)']K(A) the element
m/ι*(7» Cβ,τ) induces a bijection

M(ζflίτ) -̂> A H^c Cτ, wβ)).

Therefore

Λ; Hmc*(τ, wj) = ([X, Ωκ(χ)Lμ)]KU)//y<CαJτ))/(/M(C«,t)//,'(Cα,τ)) >

= Coker Φ(mc*(τ, wfl)) by Lemma 15.3 and Lemma 15.5,

= CokerΦα by (16.8),

where [ι/] = q*h*ζa,τ — mB*(a> y) This equation and (16.9-10) complete the proof
of the theorem.

Chapter V. The enumeration of cross sections of sphere bundles and

the enumeration of embeddings of complex projective spaces

§ 17. The fourth stage Postnikov factorization of p : BO(n - 1) - > BO(n)

The third stage Postnikov factorization of the universal Sn~l -bundle p:

n — \)-^BO(n) is constructed in §7 (cf. also [22, §6]) and is given as follows:

^ LΦ(Z, n) - > K(Z29 l) =

Here φ: πί(K(Z2, l)) = Z2-*Aut(Z) is a non-trivial homomorphism, Lφ(Z, n)

-*K(Z2, 1) = K is the fiber bundle constructed in (1.1), p^ : E-*BO(ri) is the twisted

principal fibration with classifying map W9 p2: T-*E is the principal fibration with
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classifying map p, and q2 is an (n + Inequivalence.

This section is continued from §7. Hence, we use λ instead of λBO(n-l}

and the other notations in § 7 will be used freely if no confusion can arise.
We can assume that q2 : B0(n — !)-> Γis a fibration. Then its fiber F' satisfies

0 i < n

^(S"-1) i > n + l .

Now, πn+1(F') = π/l4.1(S"-1) = Z2, and the generator of Hn+1(F'; Z2) = Z2 is trans-

gressive in the fibration q2 : B0(n - !)-> Γ. Let σ e HΠ+2(T; Z2) denote the trans-
gression image and let

be the principal fibration with classifying map σ: T->K(Z2, n + 2). Then q2:
BO(n—\)-+T admits a lifting q3: B0(n — !)->//. Moreover, q3 becomes an (n

4- 2)-equi valence.
To characterize the map σ: Γ-»X(Z2, n + 2), we prepare two lemmas.

LEMMA 17.1. (cf. [28, Lemma 3.3]). Let n>5. For the homomorphisms

(n-\Y Z2) 41- #*(£; Z2) -fL H*(Γ; Z2),

the following two conditions hold:
(a) Kerpf i^Kerg? in dimension n + 2.
(b) #? is surjective in dimension n + 2.

PROOF. By (7.4), there is an isomorphism

Hn+2(ΩκLφ(Z, n) x KBO(n- 1); Z2) n Ker 5* n Kerτ l β

By Lemma 6.2, any element xeHn+2(ΩκLφ(Z, n)xκBO(n- 1); Z2) is described
uniquely in the form

If xe Ker 5*, then 6 = 0. Since τ^q^Sq^i and TJ is an H*(BO(n)\ Z2)-homo-
morphism by [19, § 3], there are relations

= wnw3, τ1(λπf(w2w1)) = wnw2w1,

) = Sq3wn = wnw3l
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Sq}vn)wί = w f tw2w1,

by the equality τi(λ) = wn in § 7 and the formula of Wu. Hence we have

H»+2(ΩKLΦ(Z, ri)xκBO(n-l) 9 Z2) n Kers* n Ker^ = Z2 + Z2,

generated by {Aπf w3 + Sq3λ, λπ% w 2 W j +(Sq2λ)(π% wt)}. Since A lies in the image

of the mod 2 reduction ρ2 of Hn~l(ΩκLφ(Z, ή) x κ£0(n- 1); Z) by the definition

in §6, it follows thatO = p2j§2A, which is equal to Sqiλ + λπ'ξ\v1 from [4] and [16],

(cf. (12.3)). Therefore we have a relation

(17.2) Sqlλ = A π f w j .

The relation (17.2) and (7.5) yield two relations

μ*Sqip = Sqlμ*p = Sqi(λπ%

Therefore we have

Hn+2(E', Z2) n Kerg? = Z2 + Z2 generated by

This and the equation pfp = 0 imply the statement (a). The statement (b) follows

from the fact that p* is surjective and p —

Let

m2:OK(Z2, n+ l ) x T - > T

be the action of the fiber ΩK(Z2, n + 1) of the principal fibration p2: Γ-*£ and

let

v = w2(l x ̂ 2) : ΩX(Z2, n + 1) x BO(n - 1) - > T.

Then this map v gives rise to the commutative diagram of fibrations

ΩK(Z2, n + 1) x B0(n - 1) -JU Γ

(17.3)

BO(n-l) g l >£.

Let 5' : B0(n — l)-»ίλK(Z2, n -h 1) x BO(n — 1) be the canonical cross section. Then

there is a relation

(17.4) vs' * q2.

By the method similar to [28, Corollary 3.4], we have the following
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LEMMA 17.5. The following sequence is exact for n>5:

0 - » Hn+2(T; Z2) -21+ Hn+2(ΩK(Z2, n + l)xflO(n-l); Z2)

where' τ\ is the transgression associated with (17.3) (see [19, §3]).

THEOREM 17.6. Let n>6. The transgression image σ: T->K(Z29 n + 2)
is characterized uniquely by the relation

v*<τ = ι' x w2 + ί' x w j + Sg Yx W j + SgV x 1,

w/iere c'eHn(K(Z2, n); Z2) /s the fundamental class of K(Z2, n).

PROOF. The element. σ belongs to . Ker^J n #"+2(Γ; Z2). By Lemma 17.5
and (17.4), v* gives an isomorphism

(17.7) v*: //W+2(Γ; Z2) n Ker^f -=U Kers'* n KerτΊ.

By the definition of τ'ί9 τ\(c' x l) = τ(ί') holds, where τ is the transgression of
p2: T-*E9 and τ(^) = p because q2 is the principal fibration with classifying map
p. Hence it follows

(17.8) τ;(, 'xl)=p.

Any element xεHn+2(ΩK(Z2, n + l)x BO(n-l); Z2) is described in the form
x=l x α + e^'x w2 + ε2ί

r x w? + βaS^f1^ x W j + ε4Sq2t' x 1, where aeHn+2(BO(n
-I); Z2) and ε( = 0 or 1 for /=!, 2, 3, 4. If x E Kers'*, then α = 0. Since μ*
is a monomorphism in dimension n + 3 on the assumption n>6 by (7.4), it follows
that x e K e r τ Ί if and only if μ*τ\x = Q. Now, τ^ is an //*(£; Z2)-homomor-
phism and τ\ satisfies the relation Sqiτ\=τ\Sqi by [19, §3]. Therefore, using
the above facts and the relations (7.5), (17.2), (17.8) and the formula of Wu, we
have

jO'x w?) = (Sq2λ)wl+λw2w
2

ί9

These relations imply that Hn+2(ΩK(Z2, n + l)x BO(n-l); Z2) n Kers'* n KerτΊ
= Z2 generated by c'xw2 + t' xwl + Sqlc' xwi + Sq2:' xl. This result and
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(17.7) complete the proof of Theorem 17.6.
Summing up the above arguments, we have

THEOREM 17.9. The fourth stage Postnikov factorization of the universal
Sn~l-bundle p: BO(n-\)-*BO(ri) for n>6 is given as follows:

BO(n-\) "3 > H

(17.10)
\ \ +

2,1+1)

B0(n) -!L> LΦ(Z, n),

where p3: H-+T is the principal fibration with classifying map σ which is
characterized by the relation in Theorem 17.6, q3: BO(n — l)-+H is an (n + 2)-
equivalence and the others give the third stage Postnikov factorization of p:
BO(n-\)-+BO(n) constructed in Theorem 7.6.

We close this section by verifying the fact that the fourth stage Postnikov fac-
torization (17.10) of p: 50(n- l)-»£0(n) is stable in the sense of § 16.

Choose a map

(17.11) c: (K(Z2, n) x BO(n\ B0(n)) > (K(Z2, n-f 2), *)

so as to represent

c = c

and let

(17.12) d: (ΩKLΦ(Z, n)xκBO(n\ B0(ή)) > (X(Z2, w + 1), *)

be the map of (8.1) which represents the element

d — λπ*w2 + Sq2λe Hn+l(ΩκLφ(Z9 h)xκBO(ή)9 B0(n)\ Z2).

In Proposition 8.5, we show that the map d satisfies the condition (16.1) (a). In
the same way, it is easily seen that the map c of (17.11) satisfies the condition
(16.1)(b) and so we have the following

LEMMA 17.13. The composition of fibrations H-Ϊ2-> T-ί±*E-
of the fourth stage Postnikov factorization (17.10) is stable by the maps c and d
of (17.11-12) in the sense (16.1).
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§ 18. The enumeration of cross sections of sphere bundles

Let n > 6 and let ξ be a real n-plane bundle over a CW-complex X of dimension
less than n + 2. If ξ has a non-zero cross section, cross (ξ) denotes the set of (free)
homotopy classes of non-zero cross sections of ξ. The space X is considered as
a BO(n)-space with classifying map ξ: X-+BO(n). Then the relation

(18.1) cross ({) = [X, fίLoo,)

results from the argument similar to that of § 9.
By Lemma 17.13, there are the four homomorphisms

Θ: H*-*(X; Z) = IX, ΩKLΦ(Z, n)]x — -> H»+\X; Z2) = [*, K(Z2, n + 1)] ,

6>': H»-2(X; Z) -- --- -»H»(X; Z2),

Γ: H"(X;Z2) - - >H»+2(X; Z2) = 0,

Γ': fl'-HX; Z2) --- >H"+ 1(X; Z2),

of (16.2) by taking the classifying map ξ: X-+BO(n) for w, where Z is the local
system on X associated with ξ. Then, we have the following relations in the same
way as the proofs in §9 by using (17.11-12):

θ(a) = Sq2p2a + p2aw2(ξl θ'(b) =

Γ(x) = x(v

where p2 is the mod 2 reduction and w£(£) is the /-th Stiefel- Whitney class of ξ.
Apply, now, Theorem D to the fourth stage Postnikov factorization (17.10)

of the universal S""1 -bundle p: BO(n — \}-*BO(ri). Then we have the following
theorem, which is an extension of Theorem B in § 9.

THEOREM E. Let n>6 and let ξ be a real n-plane bundle over a CW-
complex X of dimension less than n + 2. If ξ admits a non-zero cross section,
then the set cross (ξ) of homotopy classes of non-zero cross sections of ξ is given
by

cross (ξ) = w Coker Θn~ 1 x Coker Φα.
βeKerβ n

Here

6><: ff'-H*; Z) - > Hi+ί(X; Z2), ί = π-1, n,

are the homomorphisms defined by
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Θ\a) =

Γ(b) =

where Z is the local system on X associated with ξ9 ρ2 is the mod 2 reduction
and Wi(ξ) is the i th Stief el-Whitney class of ξ, and Φa: KerΘM~1->CokerΓ
is the twisted secondary operation o/(16.8).

§ 19. The enumeration of embeddings of complex projective spaces

[CPn^Rm~] denotes the set of isotopy classes of embeddings of the n-dimen-
sional complex projective space CPn in the real m-space Rm. Let (CPW)* denote
the reduced symmetric product of CPn and let η denote the real line bundle as-
sociated with the double covering CPn x CPn- Δ-*(CPn)*. By A. Haefliger's
theorem [5, Theoreme 1], the set [CP"c:JR

4M~3] is equivalent to the set cross ((4n
— 3)̂ ) for n>5. Hence we determine the cardinality of the set [CPnc:R4λl~3]
by studying the set cross ((4rc — 2>)η) and we have the following

THEOREM F. Let n>5 and let n^2r + 2s (r>s>0). Then, the n-dimen-
sional complex projective space CPn is embedded in the real (4n — 3)-space
jR4""3 and there are countably many distinct isotopy classes of embeddings of
CPn in R4"-3.

PROOF. The first half is shown for odd n in [9, Theorem 1.2] and for even
n in [25, Theorem 4.1. (2)], and so we concentrate ourselves on the investigation
of the cardinality of the set [CPllcιR4w-3] = cross ((4n-3)//).

Since the space (CPW)* has the homotopy type of a (4n — 2)-dimensional mani-
fold by [3, §2] and [26, Proposition 1.6], we have

4w-3] = \j Coker<94"-4xCokerΦ f l,
αeKerΘ 4 "- 3

by Theorem E, where

»)*; z) - > #4"-2((CPM)*; Z2) = Z2.

Thus in order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that J/4"~4((CPW)*;
Z) is countable.

Now, (CPW)* has the homotopy type of an unorientable (4n — 2)-dimensional
manifold with

π,((CP")*) = Z2, H3((CP")*;Z) = 0, H2((CP")*;Z) = Z + Z2,

by [26, Proposition 1.6, Theorem 4.10 and Theorem 4.15]. By Poincare duality
(cf. [17, p. 357]), we have
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#4"-4((CP")*; Z) = H2((CP")*; Z).

Further there is the universal coefficient theorem

0 > Ext(#3((CP«)*; Z), Z) > H2((CP")*; Z) >

Hom(H2((CPn)*; Z), Z) > 0.

These relations imply

#4"-4((CP")*; Z) = Z,

and we have Theorem F completely.

REMARK. By calculating more precisely, one can show that Coker Θ4n~4 = 0
or Z2 according as n is even or odd, and Coker Γ = Coker ΦΛ = 0.

For completeness' sake, we mention the cardinality #[CPw<=#m] for m
>4n — 2, as follows:

(19.1) #[CPnc:K4»+1] = 1, [29],

(19.2) *[CP"c:*4»] = l, *[CP"c:K4»-i] = «0, [7, Theorem 2.4],

(19.3) *[CP"cK4»-2] = 1, [26, Theorem 5.5(3)].
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